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High-energy x-ray diffraction study of pure amorphous silicon
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Medium and high-energy x-ray diffraction has been used to study the atomic structure of pure amorphous Si
prepared by MeV Si implantation into crystalline silicon. Both as-implanted and annealed samples were
studied. The inelastically scattered x rays were removed by fitting the energy spectrum for the scattered x rays.
The atomic scattering factor of silicon, previously known reliably up to 20 Å21, has been extended to 55 Å21.
The radial distribution function of amorphous Si, before and after annealing, has been determined through an
unbiased Fourier transformation of the normalized scattering data. Gaussian fits to the first neighbor peak in
these functions shows that scattering data out to at least 40 Å21 is required to reliably determine the radial
distribution function. The first-shell coordination number increases from 3.79 to 3.88 upon thermal annealing
at 600 °C, whereas that of crystalline Si determined from similar measurements on a Si powder analyzed using
the same technique is 4.0. Amorphous Si is therefore under coordinated relative to crystalline Si. Noise in the
distribution function, caused by statistical variations in the scattering data at high-momentum transfer, has been
reduced without affecting the experimental resolution through filtering of the interference function after sub-
tracting the contribution of the first-neighbor peak. The difference induced by thermal annealing in the remain-
der of the radial distribution functions, thus revealed, is much smaller than previously believed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The atomic scale structure of amorphous solids, wh
have no spatial periodicity, yields diffuse diffraction pa
terns. x-ray neutron, and electron diffraction experime
have been used to characterize the structure of such ma
als. From the Fourier transform of the diffraction pattern
correlation function between pairs of atoms, the radial dis
bution function~RDF!, can be deduced. The RDF is, to
certain extent, a very useful representation of the topolog
an amorphous network, as it contains information such as
characteristic distances associated with different neigh
pairs, the mean bond angles, and the coordination numb
the first-neighbor peak. However, it is a one-dimensio
representation of the structure of amorphous solids bec
of their isotropic nature. In order to discern the thre
dimensional atomic structure, one must construct mod
such as continuous random network1–8 ~CRN! models, and
compare their RDF’s with those obtained experimenta
Structural models that are quite distinct may therefore yi
RDF’s that are only slightly different. Hence, accurate rad
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~19!/13520~14!/$15.00
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distribution functions with high spatial resolution are need
to discriminate among models for the actual atomic structu
This resolution is also essential in revealing subtle diff
ences among samples prepared and annealed in va
ways.

Synchrotron radiation sources have made available h
intensity photon beams at wavelengths much shorter t
those used for conventional x-ray scattering experime
Thus much larger momentum transfers,Q54p sinu/l, are
accessible, which in turn makes much higher real-space r
lution of the RDF’s possible. In the present study theQ
range was extended to 55 Å21, which corresponds to a rea
space resolution of 0.1 Å. However, the use of high-energ
rays introduces a number of experimental difficulties.
high Q, the Compton contribution to the total scattering
often considerably larger than the coherent contribution
amorphous materials composed of light atoms like Si.
order to extract the integrated elastic scattering, it is imp
tant that one is able to separate the Compton from the ela
scattering. Also, the atomic scattering factor,f Si , for Si is
not well determined forQ values beyond;20 Å21. This
13 520 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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problem can be dealt with relatively easily for amorpho
silicon by using an analytical procedure to extendf Si to
larger Q, assuming that the scattering data are sufficien
accurate at highQ. In addition to problems associated wi
measurements at high x-ray energy, there are other inhe
difficulties that are present when constructing RDF’s fro
the diffraction data. In particular, the Fourier transform o
finite collection of data suffers from termination effect
These can be reduced by damping functions, but at the p
of reduced spatial resolution. Alternatively, a sampli
method can be used. Finally, careful attention should be p
to the accuracy of the instrumental alignment, sample mo
ing, statistics, correction procedures~dead time, absorption
multiple scattering, and so on!, and data analysis as each
these can introduce experimental artifacts in the final RD9

Another aspect of the accuracy of the RDF of amorph
Si involves the obvious need for amorphous material of h
purity and good homogeneity for the scattering experime
Early measurements of the RDF ofa-Si ~Refs. 10 and 11!
concluded that evaporateda-Si contains voids. Othe
studies12–17 used material containing significant amounts
impurities such as O, Ar, or H. Plasma- or chemical-vap
deposited hydrogenateda-Si, though of very high quality
electronically, contains by design a few at. % of hydrog
Amorphous silicon made by sputtering typically contains
similar percentage of the sputtering agent, whereasa-Si
made by vacuum evaporation tends to peel off the subs
even before the layer thickness reaches one micron. M
importantly, almost alla-Si made by deposition technique
contains voids10,18 that may reach several nm in size a
represent a volume fraction of several at. %. This means
a considerable fraction of the atoms sit at an internal surf
and are not fully coordinated. The origin of the void structu
may be related to the fact that every atom in the depos
a-Si was a surface atom during some stage of the depos
process. One way to avoid the inclusion of voids is to p
parea-Si directly from the crystalline or liquid phase. Fo
this study we used MeV self-ion implantation, which typ
cally yields only a few microns ofa-Si. By using several
implantation energies for the silicon ions, the thickness
the amorphous layer can be extended to greater than 10mm.
Recently, small angle x-ray scattering~SAXS! measurements
on a-Si made by such multi-MeV ion implantation19 demon-
strated the void-free nature of this material. Interesting
studies ona-Si prepared by ion implantation, which is free
voids have shown that the amorphous state is less dens20,21

than the crystalline state with a density deficit of 1.8%, a
this deficit remains the same for as-implanted and therm
annealeda-Si.

In this paper, we will describe a detailed study of t
determination and analysis of the RDF of amorphous silic
in the as-implanted and annealed state, compared with th
a crystalline silicon powder under similar experimental co
ditions. The experimental details of the high-energy x-r
scattering measurements covering aQ range from 0.03 to 55
Å21, as well as the details of the data analysis will be d
cussed. In addition, we will present a method for remov
the Compton scattering, describe how the atomic scatte
factor f Si can be extended to largerQ, and demonstrate a
procedure for filtering noise from the RDF. Our results sh
that even for fundamental information such as the near
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neighbor coordination number, diffraction data out to at le
40 Å21 in Q is required. The majority of results presented
the literature~for amorphous materials in general! do not
extend beyond 25 Å21. We find that amorphous silicon i
slightly under coordinated with respect to a fourfold coor
nated continuous random network, which explains w
amorphous silicon is less dense than its crystalline coun
part. The high-resolution RDF’s also allow us to resolve
long-standing issue directly related to the atomic structure
amorphous silicon, namely the nature of the structural rel
ation induced by thermal annealing~1 h at 600 °C!.22 This
structural relaxation can be understood as the remova
about 2 at. % of point self-defects, which contradicts an e
lier description of structural relaxation in terms of a redu
tion in the average bond-angle distortion—a view that i
plies that every atom contributes equally to the structu
relaxation.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

Edge-supported amorphous silicon membranes w
prepared23 by implanting^100& p-type Cz silicon substrate
~resistivity of 1–10V! with Si1 ions at different energies
and doses~see Table I! at liquid nitrogen temperature. Th
implantations were carried out at the 6 MV Van de Gra
Tandem Accelerator located at the Universite´ de Montréal.
The samples were then chemically etched from the back
of the implanted surface, in order to remove all the cryst
line substrate, using a solution of KOH~20%! at a tempera-
ture of 80 °C and under continuous magnetic stirring;
etch rate was about 1.2mm/min. The KOH temperature wa
held constant during the etching process. This procedure
sulted in purea-Si membranes of 10 and 11mm thickness as
measured by interferometry and energy loss of energetic
tons. One of the two samples was then annealed un
vacuum at a temperature of 600 °C for 1 h in order to induce
structural relaxation. The other sample remained ‘‘a
implanted.’’ Raman spectroscopy was performed on
etched interface to make sure that no crystalline material
left. Elastic recoil detection in conjunction with time of fligh
was used to check the concentration and the depth profil
trace elements at the etched interface, and it was found
apart from a small surface contamination, the concentra
of C, O, and H was less than 0.1 at. %.

After the chemical etch, a slight buckling was observed
both membranes. Becausea-Si is less dense thanc-Si, both
the amorphous film and the underlying substrate are so
what stressed after the ion implantation. From waf
curvature measurements during the implantation, it has b
shown that the stress is largest just before a continu

TABLE I. Ion energies and doses used for amorphizing
12-mm surface layer ofc-Si.

Ion Energy
~MeV! 0.5;1.5;2.0;3.5 5;7;9 11.5;14;17;20 23;27

Fluence 531015 631015 831015 931015

~Si ions/cm2!
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental configuration.
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amorphous layer is formed, and that the stress rela
through viscous flow of thea-Si ~even at liquid nitrogen
temperatures! during and immediately after th
implantation.24 However, not all the stress is relieved, a
we observe that after removal of the crystalline backing,
membranes are indeed slightly larger than the circular h
they are spanning, which leads to the slight buckling of
membranes. Both membranes~as-implanted and annealed!
were similarly buckled. The x-ray scattering was perform
roughly in the middle of the membrane, far from the edg
where the stress should be almost completely relieved.
man scattering on these same positions~reported in Ref. 23!
showed a TO-like band~and shift induced by annealing! as
would normally be observed ina-Si. We believe, therefore
that mechanical stress does not play a significant role in
different atomic structures observed here. In fact, since
majority of work ona-Si concerns thin films on a substrat
mechanical stresses should play a much smaller role h
than in almost all experimental results published to date.

High-purity silicon powder~reference 640b from the Na
tional Institute of Standards and Technology! with an aver-
age particle diameter less than 10mm was used as a crysta
line reference sample. The silicon powder was pressed on
1.5-cm diameter polished disk~thickness of 2 mm!. A solu-
tion of 1% of solvent based adhesive, diluted with aceto
was used to hold the fine silicon particles together. Si
only a very small amount of the solution was used, less t
1 ml, the scattering from the adhesive can be safely igno
es
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B. X-ray diffraction

The experimental arrangement for the diffraction me
surements is shown schematically in Fig. 1. It incorporate
focusing and monochromating system which consists o
Si~111! double-bounce monochromator with a sagitally be
second crystal for focussing the x-ray beam horizonta
down to 1 mm. The slits (S1 andS2) just before the sample
were used to define a 1 mmhigh and 3 mm wide inciden
beam. A NaI scintillator placed betweenS2 and the sample
was used as a monitor. The samples were placed in a Dis
cryostat~Model CSA-202A! mounted on Huber 6-circle dif-
fractometer to cool the samples to 10 K in order to minim
thermal atomic vibrations, which damp the structure fac
S(Q) and thus broaden the peaks in the RDF. A berylliu
can under vacuum was used to cover the sample holder
tem, preventing condensation and air scattering.

The measurements ona-Si were carried out at the statio
A2-wiggler beamline of the Cornell High Energy Synchr
tron Source~CHESS, Wilson Laboratory!. In order to cover
a large region inQ space from 0.5 to 55 Å21, four x-ray
energies~13, 21.74, 43.57, and 60.1 keV! were used in re-
flection and, for the low-Q scans, transmission geometr
With this choice of energy and geometry, it was always p
sible to resolve experimentally the incoherent Compton s
tering from the coherent elastic scattering. TheQ scans were
taken at regular intervalsDQ50.025 Å21. Table II summa-
rizes the experimental configuration of this experiment. T
on
TABLE II. Experimental parameters for x-ray scattering of amorphous silicon.

Region I II III IV V

2u ~°! 59–130 45–130 54–130 44–129 4–57
Q ~Å21! 30–55 17–40 10–20 4.9–11.9 0.5–6.25
DQ ~Å21! 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
E ~keV! 60.1 43.569 21.74 13 13
Geometry Reflection Reflection Reflection Reflection Transmissi
F ~°! 44° 44° 44° 40° 100°
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Q range measured at each energy was chosen to have
lapping regions between the scans. During each meas
ment the sample position was maintained at a fixed angf
~angle between the incident beam and the sample!. The scat-
tered x rays were detected using an intrinsic Ge solid-s
detector with a 160 eV resolution. The signal from the d
tector was processed by a multichannel analyzer~MCA! and
a complete energy scan was recorded for each value oQ
thus allowing the Compton scattering to be removed.

The powder diffraction measurements on crystalline s
con were carried out at the CHESS C station using a 4
keV x-ray beam. The same experimental setup descr
above for the amorphous samples was used for this exp
ment, except that the measurements were all done in tr
mission. Two sets of multiple scans were performed: Firs
Q range from 8 to 35 Å21 was covered at regularQ steps of
DQ50.01 Å21, then a second one for low-Q scans from 1.5
to 10 Å21 at DQ50.005 Å21. For the second series of scan
the beam was attenuated so that the Bragg peaks did
saturate the solid-state detector. The powder scans were
formed using au/2u geometry with an offset applied to th
sample angle,f5u1offset, whereu is half the scattering
angle 2u. The offset was varied for each scan by 2° to a to
range of68° in order both to minimize texture effects ofte
observed for powder crystalline samples and to obtain a
ter powder average.

For both the amorphous and crystalline Si measureme
multiple scans were recorded. Each scan had suffic
counting statistics for a full analysis including the Four
transform and peak fitting of the resulting radial distributi
functions. This allowed us to determine the variance in
fitting results and use those to estimate the uncertainty in
final results.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The corrected intensity for both the amorphous and
crystalline powder samples is of the form

I corr5
I exp

M ~u!A~u!V~u! Fb1
~12b!

P~u! G , ~1!

where I exp is the experimentally measured elastic intens
corrected for background, dead time, and, for the crystal
Si, multiple scattering, and illuminated volume as well.b is
the fraction of polarized x rays~b50.93 for A2 station and
b50.85 for C station!, M (u) the multiple scattering,A(u)
the absorption,P(u) the polarization, andV(u) the volume
correction. For amorphous silicon,V(u)51 since there was
no need for this correction. Each of these correction te
are discussed in the following sections.

Background and dead-time correction

In order to make accurate corrections for the instrume
background, some measurements were made with the sa
removed, but with the full sample environment in place
cluding the sample holder. In general, the dead-time cor
tion factor for the counting system used can be expresse

CT5
C0

12C0t
, ~2!
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whereCT , C0 are the true and observed number of counts
the detecting system, respectively andt is the dead-time con-
stant. Both the monitor and the solid-state detector were
rected for dead time. The respective dead-time constanttm

and td were determined by the multiple-foil method.25,26

Typically, tm;6 ms, while the values fortd values were
ranging from 15 to 30ms for the range of x-ray energies use
during the experiment.

Compton correction

The Compton inelastic scattering intensityI (Q) was sub-
tracted form the experimental MCA energy spectra usin
fitting procedure developed previously.27 Basically, the
MCA spectra were fit using a function of the formF(x)
5E(x)1C0(x) whereE(x) is an asymmetric peak functio
corresponding to the elastic peak andC0(x) is a theoretical
Compton profile derived from the impuls
approximation.28–30 The shape parameters for the asymm
ric peak function were only determined once for each x-
energy, whereas the Compton profile was calculated for e
scattering angle 2u. The fits to the energy spectra we
achieved with only two free parameters, namely, the am
tudes of the elastic and Compton contributions. The am
tude of the Compton scattering was included in the fit b
cause, although the impulse approximation gives accu
shapes for the Compton scattering profile as a function ofu,
it underestimates the intensity at largeQ. Figures 2 and 3
show examples of the fits for low- and high-Q scans. After
fitting each energy spectrum,C0(x) was subtracted from the
spectrum and the spectrum was integrated to get the
experimental elastic scattering intensity. The purpose of
asymmetric peak function was solely to aid in the separa
of the Compton and elastic contributions.

Multiple scattering

A multiple scattering correction was performed to obta
the experimental singly scattered elastic intensity.31,32 The
following correction was used:

I exp single5
i mes

~11R!
, ~3!

FIG. 2. Total x-ray scattering energy spectra atQ540 Å21 as
measured~open squares! and fit~lines!. Bottom panel shows residu
als ~incident x-ray energy is 43.6 keV!.
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13 524 PRB 60KHALID LAAZIRI et al.
where I mes is the experimentally measured elastic intens
and R5I mult /I 1 is a calculated ratio between double a
single scattering~courtesy of Simon Billinge, Michigan Uni-
versity!. The multiple scattering correction is applied to t
elastic intensity only, before the absorption and polarizat
corrections. For the thin-amorphous silicon membranes
multiple scattering is completely negligible, but for the mu
thicker crystalline powder Si sample it amounted to;2% of
the elastic intensity.

Absorption

X rays passing through a sample are partially absorbed
an amount depending on the total pathlength of the incid
and scattered beam. Therefore a correction to the meas
intensity must be applied. The absorption correction for b
the reflection and transmission geometry has been ded
from the general expression,

A~u!5
1

VEV
e2m~L11L2!dV, ~4!

whereV is the illuminated volume of the sample andL1 and
L2 are the incident and scattered path lengths. For the re
tion geometry,

A~u!5
s

Vm

sin~2u2f!

sin~2u2f!1sinf
@12e2mt~1/sinf21/sin~2u2f!#

~5!

and for the transmission geometry

A~u!5
s

Vm

sin~f22u!

sin~f22u!2sinf
@e2mt/sin~f22u!2e2mt/sin f#,

~6!

where s is the cross section of the incident beam,V the
sample volume,m the absorption coefficient,t the thickness
of the sample, andf the incident angle. The factormt has
been measured for the amorphous and powder crysta
silicon samples at each of the energies used during the
periment and are listed in Table III. Typically, the absorpti
corrections were in the order of 3% for thea-Si samples, and
12% for powderc-Si.

FIG. 3. Total x-ray scattering energy spectra atQ57 Å21 as
measured~open squares! and fit~lines!. Bottom panel shows residu
als ~incident x-ray energy is 13 keV!.
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Volume correction

A volume correction is needed to correct for the fracti
of irradiated volume seen by the detector as defined by
slits in front of the detector, and it varies with scatterin
angle, 2u,

V~u!5
1

2 F l 2

sinu cosu
2tanuS l

sinu
2t D 2G , u,uc ~7!

5
1

2

l 2

sinu cosu
, u.uc , ~8!

wherel 51 mm is the vertical height of the incoming beam
t51.7 mm the thickness of thec-Si powder sample anduc
536° is the critical angle where the irradiated volume b
comes smaller than that defined by the detector slits. T
correction was not needed for thea-Si samples, because th
area defined by the detector slits was larger than the irr
ated volume in all the range of scattering angles 2u.

Polarization factor

The x rays were highly polarized~around 90% for beam-
line station A2, and 85% for station C!. Once the majority of
the corrections were applied to the intensity data, we u
the fraction of polarized x rays as a free parameter~within
limits! to adjust the overlap between theQ scans correspond
ing to the different energies. A value of 93% turned out
give the best agreement between the overlap regions fora-Si
~station A2!, and 85% forc-Si powder~station C!. The re-
maining intensities, 7 and 15 % for thea-Si and the powder
c-Si sample respectively, were then corrected for polarizat
using the factor,

P~u!5
~11cos2 2u!

2
. ~9!

Typically, the polarization corrections were of the order
3% for a-Si, and 8% for thec-Si powder.

Verification of correction procedure

Figure 4 shows the different overlap regions obtained
matching the corrected intensities fora-Si. It can be seen tha
the overlap between the different regions is good to wit
1%, indicating that the various corrections were applied c
rectly. In order to illustrate the effects of errors that might
introduced by a problem with one of the corrections, w
arbitrarily changed the fraction of polarized x raysb, by
65%. The error introduced into the polarization correcti
by reducingb by 5% and its dramatic effect on the overla
ping regions are shown in Fig. 5. However, whenb is in-
creased by 5% the polarization correction still seems to g
satisfactory results. In summary, this test indicates that
scattering data are sensitive to small errors in the correc

TABLE III. Experimentally determined absorption coefficien
for silicon.

Energy~keV! 60 43.569 21.74 13

m ~cm2/g! 0.0164 0.490 3.7718 13.643
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FIG. 4. Intensity of x ray scattered from amorphous silicon in the ‘‘overlap’’ regions, showing the agreement between d
geometries or energies:~a! at 13 keV between transmission and reflection,~b! between 13 and 21 keV reflection,~c! between 21 and 43 keV
in reflection, and~d! between 43 and 60 keV in reflection.
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procedures. Fortunately, the overlapping regions will usu
indicate when there is a problem.

Atomic scattering factor

In order to normalize the corrected intensityI corr to elec-
tron units~e.u.!, we needed to deduce an atomic form fac

FIG. 5. The amorphous silicon intensity ratio in the overl
region, between 21 and 43 keV, for different choices of the po
ization correction constant: forb593% used during the correction
for a 5% largerb value offset by10.5, and for a 5% smaller valu
of b offset by20.5.
y

r

for Si, f Si , from the data.f Si is reliably known up toQ
;20 Å21 and this was used as a starting point. The ela
scattering intensity from the amorphous samples oscilla
around f 2 until the oscillations die out at largeQ. f Si

2 was
expanded to largerQ, as follows:

~1! We used the previously determined value33 of f Si from 0
to 20 Å21 to roughly normalize the data to e.u. Th
normalization factor was calculated following th
method of Krogh-Moe34 and Norman.35

~2! A new intensity is constructed as illustrated in Fig.
From 0 to 20 Å21 the intensity was replaced byf Si

2 , from
20 to 30 Å21 the original scattering data was retaine
and from 30 toQtemp535 Å21 ~a temporary maximum!
the scattered intensity was replaced with heav
smoothed data. This fabricated intensity was then fit
ing a series of exponential functions; the resulting
corresponds then to a new, interimf Si

2 . Steps 1 and 2 are
repeated iteratively by varying the value ofQtemp from
35 Å21 until the whole range is covered~0–55 Å21!.
Using the literature value forf from 0 to 20 Å21 forces
the expandedf to coincide with the literature value in
that range.

~3! The resulting function was then fit by a monotonica
decreasing analytical function

r-
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13 526 PRB 60KHALID LAAZIRI et al.
f ~Q!5c1(
i 51

5

ai exp~2biQ
2! ~10!

in order to avoid spurious effects due to statistical variatio
during the process. The fitted parameters are listed in T
IV. With this single set of parameters, the scattered data f
both a-Si and the powderc-Si samples could be satisfacto
analyzed.

Fourier transform and termination ripples

The structure factor is defined as

S~Q!5S I ~Q!

f 2 D , ~11!

where I (Q) is the fully corrected and normalized cohere
scattering intensity. The interference function is defined

F~Q!5Q3@S~Q!21#. ~12!

The Fourier transform of the structure factor,G(r ), called
the reduced radial distribution function, is given by

G~r !5
2

pE0

`

Q@S~Q!21#sinQrdQ, ~13!

from which we derive the radial distribution function,J(r ),

FIG. 6. The intensity constructed~see text! to fit the extended
region of f Si

2 . The residue is shown in the bottom panel.

TABLE IV. Coefficients for the analytical expression of th
scattering factor of silicon.

Parameters Deducedf (0 – 55 Å21)

c 0.207976
a1 3.67842
a2 3.84222
a3 1.56637
a4 0.528977
a5 4.17884
b1 3.31157
b2 41.2418
b3 0.091511
b4 131.486
b5 1.49295
s
le
m

t
,

J~r !54pr 2r~r !54pr 2r01rG~r ! ~14!

and

T~r !54prr01G~r !, ~15!

where r(r ) is the number density function of the actu
atomic structure andr0 is the average atomic density of th
sample.

The ideal Fourier transform ofQ@S(Q)21# in principle
requires data fromQ50 to Q5`. However, the range ofQ
values that is obtained from experiment is limited to a fin
value, Qmax. This will introduce ‘‘termination ripples’’ of
wavelength 2p/Qmax into the RDF and causes a broadeni
of J(r ) due to the cut-off function,H(Q),

H~Q!51, 0,Q,Qmax

~16!
50, Q.Qmax.

Consequently, the actualG(r ) obtained by Fourier trans
forming the experimental data is given by

G~r !5
2

pE0

`

H~Q!Q@S~Q!21#sinQrdQ. ~17!

In other words, the measuredG(r ) is a convolution of the
true correlation function and the peak function,

P~Q!5
1

pE0

`

H~Q!cosQrdQ. ~18!

The peak functionP(Q), with a peak height ofQmax/p and
a FWHM ~full width at half maximum! of 3.8/Qmax, yields a
broadening ofDr 50.07 Å whenQmax555 Å21. This broad-
ening occurs in each peak ofJ(r ).

The problem of termination ripples can be lessened, t
certain extent, in several ways. Many authors have u
damping functions when dealing with termination rippl
where they multiply the interference functionF(Q) with a
modification functionM (Q) in order to obtain a gradual cut
off. This procedure replaces the sharp discontinuity atQmax
by a more smoothly varying function. Two common dam
ing functions are used in reducing termination ripples: One
the Lorch function36

M ~Q!5
Qmax

pQ
sinS pQ

Qmax
D , for 0,Q,Qmax, and

50 for Q.Qmax, ~19!

in which case the corresponding peak functionPL(Q) has a
FWHM of 5.437/Qmax, broadening the real space resolutio
to Dr 50.098 Å whenQmax555 Å21. The other damping
function often used is the exponential function37

M ~Q!5exp~2BQ2!, for 0,Q,Qmax, and

50 for Q.Qmax. ~20!

There is no consensus as to the most appropriate valueB
in the literature; in most cases,B is chosen so tha
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M (Qmax)50.1 or less. These methods do indeed reduce
termination ripples, but at a price of broadening the peak
J(r ).

An alternative to the use of damping functions is the
called ‘‘sampling’’ method.38 Here, we only use interferenc
functions that terminate with a value of 0 at the upper in
gration limit. In other words, the RDF is calculated only f
r values that satisfy the following condition that

r 5n
p

Qmax
or r 5~2n11!

2p

Qmax
, where n51,2,3 . . .

In this case, every point in the RDF is thus the result of
unbiased Fourier transform of theS(Q) data and no damping
function is used. The density of points in real space is limi
because of the restrictions imposed by the sampling pro
dure. However, in reality this reflects the true spatial reso
tion. In practice the use of the sampling method should o
be considered if the scattering data cover a sufficiently la
region ofQ space to get a sufficiently dense set of points
J(r ). Since our data extends to 55 Å21, use of the sampling
method is appropriate.

IV. RESULTS

A. Powder crystalline silicon

In order to test the accuracy of the procedure for de
mining the RDF ofa-Si the RDF ofc-Si was determined
through diffraction measurements of a crystalline pow
sample~described in the sample preparation section! for Q
between 1 and 35 Å21.

Figure 7 shows the structure factor ofc-Si, which includes
both Bragg peaks and diffuse scattering contributions. T
Bragg peak intensities are likely to suffer from preferred o
entation effects, since it is difficult to obtain powder samp
with completely random orientation. The Fourier transfo
G(r ) of the crystalline powder data calculated using t
sampling method is shown in Fig. 8. Forr ,2 Å, G(r ) os-
cillates around24pr0r , where r050.04997 Å23 is the
known average atomic density ofc-Si. The large oscillation
near r 50 ~thin solid line! is attributed to slowly varying
errors inF(Q) and is likely due to an error in the norma
ization constant. In order to correct for this problem we ha
used a procedure due to Kaplow.39 The low-r region
(,r min51.5 Å) of G(r ) was back Fourier transformed, an

FIG. 7. The interference function of powderc-Si determined by
x-ray diffraction.
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subtracted fromF(Q); the resultingG(r ) is shown as a
dashed line in Fig. 8. The solid and dashed lines over
everywhere except atr ,2 Å, which indicates that the cor
rection only affects the low-r region without changing the
RDF peaks containing the structural information.

A direct comparison between our data from the samp
Fourier transform and the known structure ofc-Si is shown
in Fig. 9. Here, the solid line is theJ(r ) for the diamond
structure with a lattice constant of 5.431 Å, where each p
is broadened to have a Gaussian distribution. For the
peaks1;0.06 Å and for the other peakss;0.08 Å ~nearest
neighbors do not vibrate against each other with the sa
amplitude as uncorrelated distant neighbors!. The broadening
is a combined effect of thermal disorder and the experim
tal resolution of the Fourier transform. The dots represen
single-sampled point of the Fourier transform. All the poin
fall quite close to the solid line~and continue to do so muc
beyond the maximum range of 10 Å shown here!. In particu-
lar, the positions and heights of the first two peaks are
excellent agreement with the solid line as will be discuss
further in the section ‘‘coordination vsQmax’’ where the ef-
fect of Qmax on the results is examined. This coinciden
leads us to conclude that high energy x-ray diffraction,
analyzed by the method described in this paper, yields
accurate and reliable determination of the RDF.

B. Amorphous silicon

The corrected and normalized elastic intensitiesI (Q), of
both the as-implanted~dotted line! and annealed~solid line!

FIG. 8. The reduced radial distribution functionG(r ), of pow-
der c-Si before~—!, and after~---! the Kaplow correction.

FIG. 9. The radial distribution functionJ(r ), of powder crystal-
line silicon as measured~dots!. The solid line represents a theore
ical calculation of the crystallineJ(r ) broadened by a Gaussia
distribution.
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amorphous silicon are shown in Fig. 10. Clearly,I (Q) oscil-
lates aboutf Si

2 until the oscillations damp out at largeQ. The
two intensities are almost identical, except at lowQ, indicat-
ing differences in the atomic structure beyond the fir
neighbor distance. These normalized intensities were use
determine the interference functions,F(Q), for both materi-
als. We have added results from earlier small angle x-
scattering~SAXS! measurements19 to the high-energy syn
chrotron data in order to achieve a totalQ range from 0.03 to
55 Å21. In Fig. 11, we display the structure factor,S(Q), as
determined for both the annealed and as-implanteda-Si. The
inset shows the corresponding interference functionF(Q).
Oscillations in structure factors are clearly visible up to;40
Å21. Beyond this value the statistical noise drowns out
oscillations. Again a small difference can be seen betw
the two structure factors at lowQ as noted above.

Fourier transform and noise reduction

The Fourier transformG(r ), calculated for both the as
implanted and annealeda-Si samples using the samplin

FIG. 10. The normalized intensity in electron unitsI (Q), of the
as-implanted~dotted line!, and annealed~solid! amorphous silicon
membranes, overlaid onf Si

2 ~dashed!. The inset plot represents th
extension of the plot to largeQ.

FIG. 11. The structure factorS(Q), of the as-implanted~dots!
and annealed~line! amorphous silicon membranes. The inset p
represents the corresponding interference functionsF(Q), of the
two samples in the high-Q region.
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method is shown in Fig. 12. Forr ,2 Å, both curves oscil-
late linearly around24pr0r , where r0 is the average
atomic density. By least squares fitting, it was deduced
r05(0.048960.004) Å23, a value that was identical for th
two materials to within 0.1% and which is in excellent agre
ment with previous density measurements ofa-Si ~Refs. 20
and 21! where r050.0492 Å23. In G(r ), we can see the
presence of noise, which we attribute to the statistical no
in F(Q) for largeQ, as well as a significant ripple through
out, due to the way the data was binned. Realizing that
primarily the first-neighbor peak that determinesS(Q) for Q
beyond 20 Å21, we have adopted the following procedure
reduce this noise and ripple: The first-neighbor peak in
RDF was isolated and its contribution to the interferen
function evaluated through a reverse Fourier transform. T
contribution was subtracted from the interference functi
and the remaining signal which, beyondQ520 Å21, is es-
sentially statistical noise only, is damped through multiplic
tion by a factor exp@2a(Q/Qmax)

2#, wherea58, andQmax
555 Å21. The unfiltered first-neighbor contribution is the
added back to the filtered data, as illustrated in Fig. 13 wh
shows both the filtered~dotted line! and the unfiltered~solid
line! F(Q). The resulting interference function is then Fo
rier transformed to yield the new filteredJ(r ). Figure 14
showsJ(r ) for both materials, filtered~solid line! and un-
modified~dots!. This filtering procedure was efficient in sup

t

FIG. 12. The reduced radial distribution functionG(r ), of
amorphous Si ‘‘as-implanted’’ and annealed at 600 °C~offset by 10
atoms/Å2!. The straight lines from which24prr0 is determined
are also shown (r050.049 atoms/Å3!.

FIG. 13. The interference functions of annealeda-Si, F(Q),
before~solid line! and after~dotted lines! filtering the noise at large
Q.
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pressing the noise fromJ(r ), without affecting the resolution
and without altering the termination ripples inherent in t
Fourier transform.

In Fig. 15, we show the resulting RDF’s of both the a
nealed~l! and the as-implanted~—! a-Si samples from 1 to
5 Å. The first-neighbor peaks of both samples are nea
indistinguishable. Note that the height of the secon
neighbor peak increases upon thermal annealing. Sur
ingly, the widths of the second-neighbor peaks remain
most identical. In the region between the second and t
peak, at around 4.7 Å, a small enhancement in the anne
RDF over the as-implanted RDF can be seen. This obse
tion suggests the existence of a peak seen earlier by M
and Graczyk.10 We do not believe that this peak is spuriou
since it appears at the same position in all the RDF’s ca
lated using different values ofQmax. The existence of such
peak can be indicative of dihedral bond-angle ordering40,41

~the dihedral angle is defined as the angle of rotation abo
common bond of two tetrahedral units!. In fact, it seems tha
there is a preferential orientation of the neighboring tetra
dral unit in the annealeda-Si, which is reflected by a nar
rower distribution, compared to the as-implanteda-Si where
the dihedral angle distribution should be quite large.~This
peak may also be construed as a weak tendency ofa-Si to
reflect the third-neighbor peak ofc-Si.10!

FIG. 14. The RDF of the as-implanted~a! and annealeda-Si ~b!
sample calculated before~squares! and after~solid line! filtering the
noise fromF(Q) at largeQ as described in the text.

FIG. 15. The first two peaks of the radial distribution functio
J(r ), of annealed~solid line! and as-implanted~dotted line! amor-
phous Si.
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Peak fitting

A full interpretation of the RDF requires extensive mo
eling of the atomic structure, but basic structural data of
short-range atomic order can be extracted by simply fitt
the individual peaks of the RDF—at least those that can
resolved. Since the first peak of the RDF of both crystall
and amorphous silicon is well separated from all the ot
peaks, the average coordination numberC1 of first-neighbor
Si-Si atom distribution can be evaluated with reasonable
curacy by fitting bothJ(r ) and T(r ) to a Gaussian profile
We also used a peak fitting function, corresponding to
contribution of the first peak inQ space, in order to fitF(Q).
The fitting function forT(r ) was of the form

t i~r !5
Ci

r

e2~r 2r i !
2/2s i

2

A2ps i
2

, ~21!

for J(r ) of the form,

j i~R!5rt i~r ! ~22!

and forF(Q) ~Q space! of the form,

f i~Q!5Ci

sinr iQ

r i
e21/2Q2s i

2
~23!

whereCi is the coordination number in thei th shell, r i the
position of thei th distribution, ands i

2 is the mean-square
amplitude of thermal vibration plus mean-square static d
order. Fits toF(Q) were done using data starting at 15.2 Å21

in order to allow only contributions from next-neighbor di
tances. A typical real space fit ofJ(r ) andT(r ) is illustrated
in Fig. 16.

The results of all the curve fits are listed in Table V. F
both the as-implanted and the annealeda-Si samples the
first-neighbor peaks were centered atr l;2.35 Å and their
total widths weres l;0.065 Å. A small but significant dif-
ference occurred in the coordination numbers, which w
Cl;3.79 for the as-implanted sample, andCl;3.88 for the
annealed sample. Table V also lists uncertainties; these
determined from the variance of independent fits to fi
separate RDF’s of each sample. The position, coordina

FIG. 16. Gaussian fits~solid lines! of the first, and lower half of
the second peaks of the functionJ(r ) @squares,~a!#, and T(r )
@squares,~b!#. The dotted-dashed curve is the residual~Gaussian fits
subtracted from data!.
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TABLE V. Peak fitting parameters for annealed, and as-implanted amorphous silicon (Qmax555 Å21), and crystalline powder silicon
(Qmax535 Å21).

As-implanteda-Si Annealeda-Si Crystalline powder Si
t(r ) j (r ) f (Q) t(r ) j (r ) f (Q) t(r ) j (r )

C1 3.78660.01 3.7960.01 3.78760.12 3.88260.01 3.88160.004 3.88660.12 4.03260.04 4.02160.05
r 1 2.34960.001 2.35160.001 2.34960.04 2.35160.001 2.35260.001 2.35160.004 2.35460.003 2.35660.004
s1 0.06460.001 0.06460.001 0.06460.003 0.06560.001 0.006560.001 0.06560.003 0.05760.003 0.056960.004

C2 9.5760.20 12.1560.11 9.7160.11 12.4360.38 12.1660.23 12.1560.22
r 2 3.79560.01 3.80860.01 3.8060.01 3.8160.01 3.8460.002 3.84160.002
s2 0.25960.006 0.25760.006 0.24260.008 0.23860.006 0.06660.002 0.06660.002
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number, and the peak widths as determined from the fit
J(r ) andT(r ) were found to be equal to within 0.1%.

For the second-neighbor peak of thea-Si samples, the
parameters are difficult to obtain since it contains contri
tion from more distant neighbor peaks. A crude estimat
can be made by first assuming that the second-neighbor
tribution is symmetric aboutr 2 , and then considering only
the lower half of the peak, which, to a certain extent, co
tains only the contribution from the second-neighbor cor
lations. Within the estimated errors, mainly introduced
choosing the upperr cutoff value between 3.75 and 3.9 Å
our best estimate of thea-Si second peak position wasr 2
;3.8 Å. The coordination numbers were significantly diffe
ent with C2;12.15 for the as-implanteda-Si and C2
;12.43 for the annealeda-Si. The peak widths of the
second-neighbor peaks weres2;0.258 Å for the as-
implanteda-Si ands2;0.240 Å for the annealeda-Si.

V. DISCUSSIONS

There are three main aspects of the results shown in
preceding sections that we wish to discuss further. First,
extent of our data and the simplicity of the material stud
allow us to evaluate the reliability and precision of the d
ferent approaches to the Fourier analysis. Second, we
begin to examine what we can learn about the atomic st
ture ofa-Si. We will examine the structure of annealeda-Si,
which is believed to be the material closest to an ideal, fo
fold coordinated continuous random network. Third, we w
examine the changes in the structure ofa-Si induced by ther-
mal annealing.

Reliability of radial distribution functions:
coordination vs Qmax

As a test of the accuracy of the coordination number i
important to consider it as a function ofQmax because it is
sensitive to artifacts introduced by the Fourier transform.
an earlier publication,42 we showed how the first neighbo
peak in the radial distribution function evolves asQmax is
increased from 20 to 50 Å21. In Fig. 17, the variation of the
coordination number of the first peakC1 , is shown as a
function of Qmax. The coordination number of each samp
initially decreases withQmax, and then approaches a consta
value aroundQmax;40 Å21. Although the data on thec-Si
powder only extend toQmax535 Å21, it is clear that the
coordination number approaches a value of 4.0. For
of
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smaller values ofQmax, the fitting procedure described abov
overestimates the coordination number because of the
tribution from termination ripples. For largeQ, the peak
shape becomes independent ofQmax with a mean valueC1 of
3.7960.01 for the as-implanted sample, and 3.8860.01 for
the annealed sample. BeyondQmax.40 Å21, we believe that
the intrinsic value for the position, coordination number, a
width has been reached. This would indicate that even fo
simple, single-atom system such asa-Si, reliable RDF’s re-
quire scattering intensity data that extends to at least 40 Å21.

Figure 18 illustrates the reliability~or lack thereof! of
Lorch @Eq. ~19!, open squares# and exponential@Eq. ~20!,
filled squares# damping functions. The figure shows the va
ues obtained forC1 by performing Gaussian fits to the firs
neighbor peak in RDF’s calculated using one of the damp
functions, again as a function of the upper integration lim
Qmax. Fitting a Gaussian to a damped transform is effe
tively equivalent to fitting directly a peak function, as d
fined by Warren,43 to an undamped RDF containing termin
tion ripples. The figure also shows the variation inC1 as a
function of Qmax for sampled Fourier transformation~star
symbols! for ‘‘as implanted’’ a-Si @Fig. 18~a!# and annealed
a-Si @Fig. 18~b!#. All methods converge to the same value
large Qmax, reinforcing our confidence in the experiment
results. For small values ofQmax, ,30 Å21, the estimates of
C1 based on damped functions seem to give values that
proach the finalC1 more closely than that based on
sampled Fourier transform. However, our results do call i

FIG. 17. Coordination number of the first-neighbor peak
as-implanted~open squares! and annealed~solid squares! a-Si, and
that for crystalline Si powder~stars! as a function ofQmax.
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question thereliability of damping functions. In one sampl
@Fig. 18~a!#, exponential damping gives a very good estim
but the Lorch-type damping is in error, while in the oth
sample@Fig. 18~b!# the Lorch-type damping estimates th
final value correctly but exponential damping is off by a fe
percent. When scattering data beyond, say, 30 Å21 are not
present, one would not know which method gives the b
estimate. Estimates based on sampled transforms are fa
off, but at least overestimateC1 by similar amounts in both
samples.

Atomic structure of annealed amorphous Si material

The Gaussian fits to the nearest neighbor peak reveale
average bond length of~2.35060.001! Å, compared to our
measurement inc-Si of ~2.35560.004! Å. The a-Si bond
length is, therefore, identical to that inc-Si to within 0.005
Å. There is, of course, some static disorder. The width of
first-neighbor peak is partially due to this static disorder w
additional contributions from thermal disorder and expe
mental resolution. The latter two contributions can be e
mated by considering the corresponding value forc-Si where
the width of the first peak should be dominated by the th
mal motion and real space resolution. We found a peak w
of 0.057 Å for thec-Si powder. Assuming that the thre
contributions are independent, the corrected bond len
variation in annealeda-Si is estimated to be 0.031 Å. Thi
small value illustrates the stiffness of the covalent Si
bond.

If the small difference in bond length, 0.005 Å, were t
only difference betweena-Si andc-Si, thena-Si would be
0.6% denser thanc-Si, but this is not what is observed. Bo
our present data~Fig. 12! and macroscopic densit
measurements20,21 on void-freea-Si have shown that it is
roughly 2%lessdense thanc-Si. This can now be understoo
as a consequence of undercoordination. The number of n
est neighborsC1 , obtained from Gaussian fits to the radi
distribution function as described above, was found to
3.8860.01, significantly less than 4. There are two differe
ways of accommodating such an undercoordination in

FIG. 18. Coordination number of the first-neighbor peak
as-implanted~a! and annealed~b! a-Si, as deduced fromJ(r ) de-
termined via sampling~stars!, exponential damping@Eq. ~20!, solid
squares#, and Lorch damping@Eq. ~19!, open squares# as a function
of Qmax.
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otherwise fully connected fourfold-coordinated network.~1!
If the undercoordination is solely due toisolated dangling
bonds, then this number would imply a dangling bond de
sity of 12%.~2! If the undercoordination is uniquely cause
by network vacancies, then this number corresponds t
vacancy per 67 network sites@with ‘‘vacancy,’’ we mean an
unoccupied network site; the four dangling bonds point
into such a vacancy are expected to rearrange in var
ways. Such network vacancies are surprisingly similar to
lattice vacancy inc-Si ~Ref. 44!#. To put these two extreme
views in context, we first realize that anisolateddangling-
bond density of 12% is clearly much higher than what
experimentally observed. It is known from optic
absorption,45 electrical,46 SAXS,47 and combined Raman an
positron lifetime measurements,48 that only a few at. % H is
required to saturate all dangling bonds. The required vaca
density of 1.5% is, however, much more reasonable a
corresponds closely to the density deficit ofa-Si with respect
to c-Si. Furthermore, a large number of experiments ha
shown thata-Si contains vacancy type defects, and that d
gling bonds are rarely isolated but mostly associated w
structural defects~see also the section below on structu
relaxation!. We therefore conclude that the undercoordin
tion is mostly due to the presence of vacancy-type defe
that result in the density deficit ofa-Si with respect toc-Si.

The interpretation of the second-neighbor peak in
RDF is less certain because it suffers from an unknown c
tribution of the third-neighbor peak~Fig. 16!. In the context
of a random network containing vacancies, the coordinat
number of the second-neighbor peakC2 would be approxi-
mated by C25C13@C121#, yielding a value of C2
511.18, whereas Gaussian fits yield a value of 12.460.4
atoms. The discrepancy could be due to the aforementio
contribution from the third peak, an asymmetry in the seco
peak, or to a deviation from the network structure. The wid
of the second peaks2;0.240 Å contains static disorde
~arising from bond lengtha and bond-angle distortions!,
thermal vibration and experimental resolution. The therm
contribution can be subtracted froms2 , again using the
powderc-Si results, yielding tos2,st50.23 Å, which would
imply an average bond-angle distortion ofDub5(9.63
60.08)°. This value forDub is not unlike values reported in
previous studies,10,14–17,29but nevertheless should be treat
with some caution. The position of the second-neighbor p
was found to be atr 2;3.8 Å, which corresponds to anav-
eragebond angle ofub5(107.8360.97)°. In the radial dis-
tribution function ofc-Si, where the second and third pea
are well separated,r 2;3.84 Å, corresponding toub
5109°3. Again, the discrepancy could be due to a contri
tion from the third peak, an asymmetry in the second pe
or to a deviation from the ideal network structure. We on
again stress that the analysis of the second-neighbor p
and beyond can be more reliably studied through comp
modeling rather than through curve fitting.

Structural relaxation and defect annihilation

The purpose for studying twoa-Si samples, one ‘‘as-
implanted’’ and the other annealed at 600 °C is to provid
comparison of their respective atomic structures and d
conclusions regarding the nature of the structural relaxa

r
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induced by annealing. At the outset, it should be pointed
that structural relaxation is not densification, as the ato
density of ion-implanteda-Si is known to remain unchange
upon annealing to within 0.1%.20,21,24This is confirmed by
our measurements, as both samples exhibit the same av
density~see Fig. 14!. ~Densification can be observed ina-Si
prepared by deposition techniques, if the growth conditio
were such that a nano-porous structure was produced.10!

Comparing the nearest-neighbor peak in the RDF’s fr
both a-Si samples, it is seen that the position and width
main unchanged~to within a pm!, but that the area of the
peak increases by 2%, from 3.79 to 3.88 atoms. A hos
other techniques has shown that structural relaxation is
companied by a reduction in the defect density of 2
namely isothermal and scanning calorimetry,49 positron
spectroscopy,50 Pd solubility and diffusivity measurements,51

and hydrogen trapping.45 This strongly implies that the in
crease in coordination number is a direct consequence o
reduction in defect density and reinforces our earlier conc
sion that the final undercoordination indicates a remain
vacancy density of about 1.5%. However, it raises the qu
tion why structural relaxation is not accompanied by den
fication. It also raises the confusing question how the diff
ence in coordination betweena-Si andc-Si can be related to
a density difference~see the discussion above! while at the
same time, a similar difference between relaxed and
implanteda-Si does not lead to a density difference. O
possible explanation could be the presence of interstitial t
defects, because it is known inc-Si that the volume chang
induced by equal numbers of vacancies and interstitial
essentially zero.

Interstitial-type defects would introduce atomic distanc
well removed from the main peaks in the RDF but would
difficult to observe because they represent a small fractio
the total number of atom pairs and the distances invol
would not tend to peak sharply about any particular val
We have made an attempt to detect such interstitial-type
fects in our RDF’s by subtracting the Gaussian peak profi
from the fits to the first two peaks. Integrating the remain
RDF between the central positions of those peaks would g
the added contributions from noise, termination ripples, a
interstitial-type defects. Over a large enough region~from
2.35 to 3.84 Å, for example!, the noise and termination
ripple contribution should cancel, and only the contributi
from the interstitial-type defects would remain. This proc
dure gave integrated values of about 0.12 and 0.07 atom
‘‘as-implanted’’ and annealeda-Si, respectively.~In c-Si,
with much stronger termination ripples, the same proced
yields 0.03 atoms.! If these numbers do indeed represe
interstitial-type defects, then the increase in coordinat
number induced by thermal annealing is balanced by a
crease in interstitial defects, thus conserving, as obser
average atomic density.

The Gaussian fit to the second-neighbor peak is less
able than that to the first, but we estimate that the reliabi
problem is less serious for comparison purposes between
two a-Si samples than for absolute results. We thus comp
the parameters of the second-neighbor peak from the
samples and observe that the peak position remains es
tially unchanged after annealing, but both the area and
width change. The peak area increases upon thermal an
t
ic
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ing, from 12.15 to 12.4 atoms. In the context of defect
moval from an otherwise fully connected network, o
would expect thatC2 again can be approximated byC2

5C13@C121#. Thus we expectC2 to increase from 10.45
to 11.18 atoms, based on the first-neighbor coordina
number in both samples. The observed increase inC2 is not
as large as estimated, and this could be due to a contribu
from interstitial-type defects or to the general unreliability
the Gaussian fits to the second peak, or both.

The other major difference between the second neigh
peak in our two samples is its width. It is seen that the pe
width decreases significantly, implying a reduction in t
average bond angle distortion induced by thermal annea
from ~10.4560.09!° to ~9.6360.08!°. We attribute the exces
in distorted bonds to strained regions surrounding
defects52,53 in as-implanteda-Si. Annihilation of the defects
removes the strained regions, thus reducing the ave
bond-angle distortion.

Earlier experimental work on structural relaxation ofa-Si
either detected the average bond-angle distortion~Raman
spectroscopy or low-resolution diffraction!, or probed
changes in the defect population~positron spectroscopy, car
rier lifetime, impurity trapping, and diffusion!. The high-
resolution radial distribution functions presented here all
us to study both aspects, the defect removal~nearest-
neighbor coordination number increase! and the associated
reduction in average bond-angle distortion~width of second
peak! in one measurement.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented a detailed accoun
our x-ray diffraction study of the atomic structure of pu
amorphous Si. Multi-MeV ion implantation and a we
chemical etch have been used to prepare edge-supp
membranes of pure amorphous Si that are free of impurit
crystalline inclusions, and voids. X-ray diffraction has be
performed at 13 to 60 keV photon energies up to a scatte
vector of 55 Å21. By recording and curve fitting the scattere
energy spectrum at each scattering angle, the Compton i
herent scattering could be separated from the elastic si
carrying the structural information. Using the existing atom
factor f Si of solid Si and our new data, which oscillate
slowly aroundf Si

2 , we have extendedf Si from 20 to 55 Å21.
The extended range over which data were gathered allo
the use of the sampling method to obtain an unbiased Fou
transformation for the determination of the radial distributi
function. Gaussian fits to these functions showed that
nearest neighbor distance in amorphous Si is identical to
in crystalline Si to within 0.005 Å and that the r.m.s. sta
disorder in bondlength amounts to;0.03 Å. Both the
bondlength and its static distortion remain essentially
changed upon thermal annealing at 600 °C, but the nea
neighbor coordination number increases by 2% from 3.79
3.88, which still is one vacancy per 67 atoms short of perf
fourfold coordination. This explains why amorphous Si
less dense than crystalline Si. The increase in average n
ber of nearest neighbors, and other subtle changes in
radial distribution functions induced by thermal annealin
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are consistent with an explanation of structural relaxation
amorphous Si in terms of the removal of 2 at. % of po
defects.
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